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Travel
extraordinary
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Explore southern Africa from Cape Town
As a full-service, premium airline offering more flight choices and destinations within southern
Africa, Airlink gives you the freedom to connect to 9 domestic and 5 regional destinations
from the Mother City, Cape Town. Enjoy our renowned hospitality while flying for business
or leisure.
and experience untouched beaches on Bazaruto and

Travel extraordinary

Benguerra, Mozambique, or visit Africa’s wildlife in Chobe,

Whether you are travelling to Victoria Falls to experience the majestic Zambezi River,
Botswana
or the
Sands,or
South
Africa.
Windhoek
or Walvis
Bay Sabi
for business,
Hoedspruit
for a safari getaway, connect with us.
Choose Airlink for an effortless travel experience across southern Africa.

flyairlink.com

@fly_airlink

Fly Airlink

flyairlink.com
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Scan here to learn more about our perfect beer range, available in
16 countries worldwide. For more information contact nblexport@ol.na
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Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Life's about
making memories...
Namibia by Legacy

Namib desert, Swakopmund

Book YOUR unique experience with us!

Book Now.
Now
Phone:
|| Fax:
+264
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5200
5200 Book
Fax:
+264 (0)
(0) 64
64 410
410 5360/1
5360/1
Phone: +264
(0) 61 205 5911 | Fax: +264 (0) 61 205 5205
Email:
Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
swakres@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za

Book Now
Book Now.
Phone: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61
61 205
205 5911
5911 || Fax:
Fax: +264
+264 (0)
(0) 61 205
205 5205
5205
Phone:
Phone: +264 (0) 64 410 5200
| Fax:61
+264 (0)
64 410 5360/1
Email:
windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: windhoek@legacyhotels.co.za
Email: swakres@legacyhotels.co.za

Applicable to
to SADC
SADC residents
residents only.
Applicable
only. T’s
T’s and
and c’s
c’s apply
apply

www.LegacyHotels.com
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Exclusive Leather
www.nakara-namibia.com

MEAT BOARD
HOLDING PAGE

NAKARA SWAKOPMUND
The Arcade
Tel/Fax : +264 64 405 907
NAKARA SHOP WINDHOEK
Independence Ave 131
Gustav Voigts centre
Tel: +264 61 224 209

GRAF DESIGN

NAKARA FACTORY WINDHOEK
3 Solingen Street
Northern Industrial
Tel/Fax + 264 61 429 100
E: Mail info@nakara.na
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If your next trip leads to the coast
Swakopmund

GONDWANA
A

The Delight Swakopmund makes every effort to surprise and
delight guests with thoughtful touches and locally inspired reasons to smile. From the comfort of the hotel, the warm and welcoming service Gondwana is known for, to the assistance provided
by the knowledgeable Delight hosts for anything from activity
bookings to dinner reservations – your stay is always an effortless
and memorable experience.

Celebrating love
The Oshiwambo way

If you’ve never had the chance to attend a traditional Oshiwambo
wedding, you will know that it calls for huge celebrations extending over days. Many young Aawambo couples, living in the towns
or cities, make their way to their family homes in Owambo to
celebrate their union with their families.

Namibia for romantics
This Valentine’s day

With so much physical space all around, the heart space expands
and makes room for more love. Fall deeper in love with the love of
your life. It is the ultimate destination for romantics and lovers,
which is why it is so popular for weddings and honeymoons.

Off the beaten track
Etosha King Nehale

Most Etosha trips are from Okaukuejo via Halali to Namutoni or
vice versa. However, if you want to do something slightly out of
the ordinary, why not exit Etosha via the King Nehale Gate to
experience life in the north? This is where you'll find the conveniently-located Etosha King Nehale – a one-of-a-kind experience!

La vie en rose

At The Desert Grace
Sundowners are a daily must at The Desert Grace. As you unwind
in the middle of the desert, toasting life with a cocktail in hand,
make sure you take a good look at the sun as it melts into the
horizon and you’ll understand the inspiration behind the lodge’s
design and décor. It is sunsets like these that turn realists into
dreamers.
FEBRUARY 2022
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February was added to the Roman calendar in 713 BC. The month
is named after the Latin word “februum” which means purification.
The length of the month changed over time and, at one time, it
had only 23 days. When Julius Caesar re-engineered the Roman
calendar, the month was assigned 28 days during normal years
and 29 days during leap years. Some of the shortest month’s
historical names were: “Februarius” (Roman); in Saxon it was called
“Sol-monath”; and in old Germanic it was called “Hornung.” The
Saxon term for the month, “Sol-monath”, means "cake month."
This is because cakes were offered to the gods during this month.
Now, to save time, and because the Gods seem a tad elusive, we
predominantly offer the cakes to ourselves, which gave rise to an
impressive international diet industry.

Historians trace Valentine’s Day origins to a Christian effort that
was aimed to replace a pagan fertility festival from the 6th century
B.C. During the festival of Lupercalia, we are told, Roman priests
would sacrifice goats and dogs, and use their blood-soaked hides
to literally slap women on the streets, as a fertility blessing.

The Welsh call February "y mis bach" which means "little month."
Together with January, it was the last of the months added to the
Roman calendar.

As we move into the beautiful harvest season in the Winelands,
and into the God-sent rainy season in Namibia, we wish all our
readers, friends, clients, and colleagues a wonderful February and
eventful Valentine's - with very little priest-administered goat-coat
slapping.

There is very little evidence of how many priests met their demise,
and who promptly got on first name basis with their Maker soon
after slapping an unsuspecting lady with a dog’s hide. According
to more legend, women would later put their names in an urn,
and be selected to be paired with a man for a year. Apparently, this
weird social forwardness later gave rise to the custom that ladies
had to ask the men folk for a date on Valentine's day.

In recent times, February is mostly recognized for Valentine’s Day,
accompanied by extortionally expensive flowers, high pressure
romance, sugar overloads - compliments of chocolate and sugar
infused bubbly drinks, rides in ridiculously long cars, and a general
gleeful smile on the part of merchants who supply the goods
associated with this peculiar time during our orbit around the sun.
Love and happiness indeed come in many disguises.

Godspeed,

The Michelangelo Team

The commercially super-charged Valentine's day to which we bow
in recent years, has evolved rather spectacularly from its origins as
a bloody pagan festival.
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MYEISHA

MYEISHA
MYEISHA LEATHER PRODUCTS
www.myeishanamibia.com
Facebook: myeishaNAMIBIA
Instagram: myeisha_namibia
#myeishanamibia
#namibianbohochic
MYEISHA Workshop & Shop:
Meet artisans at work
1 Groot Tiras Street, Eros
Windhoek | Namibia
Monday – Friday: 07:30 – 16:30
info@myeishanamibia.com
sales@myeishanamibia.com
Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729

WINDHOEK

Hilton in Windhoek
Exclusive shopping
Mezzanine Floor
Corner of Rev. Michael Scott Street
& Sam Nujoma Drive
Mon – Fri: 07:30 – 10:30
Sat: 09:00 – 11:00
Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729

Namibia Art & Craft Market
Windhoek
40 Tal Street, Windhoek
Mon – Fri: 09:00 – 17:30
Sat: 09:00 – 16:00
Sun & Public Holidays:
09:00 – 13:30
Tel: +264 (0)81 145 6729

One handbag might not change the world, but the women who wear them can.
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Bring the wine home
Not For Sale To Persons Under The Age Of 18
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ON THE COVER:
Wildlife Photographer Of
The Year
The British Natural History Museum
recently launched its Wildlife Photographer
of the Year’s People’s Choice Award, and
the public is invited to make their selection.

(See pages 40 - 47 for the full stoy)
Cover image:
The Jump by Karl Samitsch, Austria

12Wellness holidays
A yoga-safari combination is a sensational holiday, as wellness
holidays become increasingly popular
20Trails make a diff erence
The fi rst stretch of the planned 6 000 kilometre trail network has
offi cially been unveiled in the Western Cape
24The Grape Grinder – a love of labels
When super presentation and genuine quality meet, the results
are very satisfy ing and the combination creates products with real
traction and longevity in the consumer marketplace
28 A Romantic Getaway
The best gift you could give, is a lifetime of adventures. Valnetine’s
Day is the ideal occasion for checking into a dreamy romantic villa
for two
30From here to there
It is the promise of your own Circle of Mirth, your Happiness and Joy,
that gets you to the other side
32KolleGin Story
Bring together three local Bloem mommies, and magic happens…
including walking away with a few prized 2021 Michelangelo
Awards
36 Cutting edge
From a knife-making hobby to a professional career –
Dewald Pienaar achieved it

For more information visit
www.nhm.ac.uk/wpy/peoples-choice
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40 Wildlife Photographer Of The Year
The British Natural History Museum recently launched its Wildlife
Photographer of the Year’s People’s Choice Award, and the public is
invited to make their selection.
48 Kaokoland Dreams
Just 7,5km southeast of Opuwo on the C41 in Namibia, you’ll come
across Kaoko Mopane, where great accommodation, camping, a
wholesome meal and good company awaits
52 Art by MIES
Meet wonderfu lly expressive SA artist Marisa de Jager – or MIES
- based in Ceres in the Western Cape, with her art now throughout
the world
56 What happened in 2021 at O&L Leisure
and Properties?
All the properties have exciting activities and experiences
lined up for you in the new year, 2022
62 La Cotte Farm
In Franschhoek, you’ll fi nd La Cotte working wine farm, where deep
history underpins contemporary styling, superlative facilities and
wonderfu l accommodation
66 Michelangelo Premium Collection
The Collection offers readers inspiration, true value, sheer luxury
and unrivalled indulgence that will cater every need and taste...
74 Entertainment
Try your hand at Sudoku - easy, medium and hard
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Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | NAMASTE YOGA SAFARI

Wellness
holidays
A yoga-safari combination is a sensational holiday, as wellness holidays
become increasingly popular – Namibia’s a wonderful destination for this, and
it’s just as healing and restorative for singles as it is for couples and groups
Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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Prior to Covid 19, the Petrified forest, located 42 kilometres west of the Namibian town of Khorixas,
received up to 200 tourist per day. During 2021, it was about 2 -3 visitor per day.

M

The best of all worlds essentially, because you don’t need to be a yoga
fundi…Namaste Yoga Safari takes beginners as well as the experienced.
No competition when it comes to yoga, it’s all about you: “We welcome all
levels of experience, from beginners to advanced, and it is a fun and noncompetitive environment. We have local and international yoga teachers to
lead our trips,” explains Marcel. “For the perfect group experience we take
a maximum of 8 guests, personalised and tailored to your personal needs.”
The packages are suitable for solo travellers, couples, families, groups and
yoga teachers – even private group retreats and luxury wellness safaris.
Here’s a taste of what’s up and coming in Namibia for 2022. An 8 day
Acro and Yoga Safari, described as “Explore and discover some of the most
spectacular locations in Namibia with Anna and Marcel, while also focusing
on your yoga practice in the beautiful natural surroundings. The retreat will
be filled with wildlife game viewing at Etosha National Park, adventurous

arcel Vosloo is the retreat organiser, host and a teacher at
Namaste Yoga Safari, a wellness travel company specialising
in yoga holidays in some of the greatest safari destinations
in Africa. Namibia is a popular regular destination for Namaste, but that
doesn’t exclude others. Start somewhere on their map, and you’ll never
stop…the combination of deep calm and breathtaking experiences and
scenery is the finest combo break you could have.
Marcel says, “All retreats are a perfect blend of yoga, safari, adventure
and wellness, while focusing on connecting with yourself and your
surroundings on a deeper level. Whether you want to sit silently among
the gorillas in the Ugandan Forests, climb one of the highest dunes in the
world in the Namib Desert, or walk on foot among free-roaming wildlife in
South Africa - all while taking some time out on your mat – you’re in the
right company!”
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Michelangelo | TRAVEL & LEISURE | NAMASTE YOGA SAFARI

days at the coast, and wellness at a private game reserve.” Tempting,
isn’t it? Or you could opt for the 8-day Desert and Wildlife Retreat, or the
10 Day Namibia Highlights, Yoga and Safari Adventure, visiting Namibia’s
top locations, each a unique experience on its own: free-roaming wildlife
at Etosha National Park, adventurous days at the Skeleton Coast and
becoming still in what is known as the oldest desert in the world.
Each safari is meticulously planned. Some include luxury
accommodation, others simpler but no less sensational experiences, private
reserves and Namibian landmarks…and all focus strongly on a superb travel
experience in extraordinary locations, balanced with wellness, tranquillity
and peace: “Most mornings are spent on unique activities specific to the
area, a chance to see what really makes Namibia so unique,” says Marcel.
“All activities are done with professional guides from the lodges we stay
at and we use their Safari converted vehicles for their activities. You can
choose to relax after a healthy lunch or head off for another guided activity
as offered by the lodges. Safaris ensure that participants have access to a
variety of activities that various towns and areas have to offer - skydiving,
quad biking, fat wheel biking, ocean safaris on a catamaran, dune boarding,
4x4 desert driving, surfing and much more. As the day draws to a close, you
will find yourself back in nature for an afternoon yoga practice as the sun is

FEBRUARY 2022
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January 2022: A man receives a heart from a genetically altered pig. In a first, a man with life-threatening heart disease received
a heart from a genetically modified pig. The eight-hour operation took place in Baltimore. (Squealing with delight now? – Ed.)

setting.” She describes the yoga experience: “Our yoga sessions promote
a calming and meditative state, which is needed after a day filled with
excitement and unique activities specific to the area. You will feel as if time
is standing still, where living in the present moment is the only option. Your
body relaxed, your heart full and your mind in a state of absolute peace.”
There’s something about yoga and meditation out in nature. If you’ve
done it, you’ll know. Whether it’s bush, desert or beach, it replenishes.
Those who’ve been on a Namaste Yoga Safari come back, time
and time again. Why wouldn’t you? It offers that perfect opportunity to
travel inwards and outwards, have ample free time to breathe alone, have
extraordinary adventures, be spoilt, enjoy the company of like-minded
others…and make deep, indelible memories.
There are numerous yoga safaris from which to choose – chat to the
team, and see which one would be the best for you. Well, for starters
anyway…you’ll be back.

CONTACT:
www.namasteyogasafari.com; contact@namasteyogasafari.com
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Paul-Gordon /Guidao-ǂOab, Head of Distribution (Corporate Segment), Old Mutual Namibia

WHAT TO CONSIDER
WHEN SETTING
UP A RETIREMENT
FUND FOR YOUR
COMPANY
DO GREAT THINGS EVERY DAY
FEBRUARY 2022
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so more goes towards the employees’
retirement savings. Let’s analyze the cost
in a bit more detail.

For most Namibians, pension savings is
one of the largest, if not only, investment
for retirement. To encourage us to save
towards retirement, the government has
implemented various tax incentives and
protections for pension fund savings. As
a result, when employees are weighing
their employment options, one of the
most important considerations is the
pension benefit package. However, the
challenge for employers is designing
a pension fund in such a way that it is
appropriate for the staff complement
while also achieving a reasonable pension
saving at retirement.

ADMINISTRATION FEES
This tends to fluctuate significantly
depending on which service provider the
employer selects and also the complexity
of the fund. Employers should aim to
keep this as low as possible by creating
a simple pension fund and not building
a complex pension fund that is difficult
and expensive to administer. Again,
we emphasize that every dollar that
goes towards administration fees is a
compounded dollar that could have
potentially added towards a higher salary
replacement ratio.

When designing a pension fund, the first
point of departure is the contribution rate.
As times are tough, employers tend to
keep this rate as low as possible. However,
with a net retirement saving/contribution
rate of less than 8% it is almost impossible
to achieve a salary replacement ratio
above 40%, even over 30 years. The
salary replacement ratio calculates
the employee’s first monthly pension
payment as a percentage of their last
salary, thus if the employee’s last salary
before retirement is N$10,000 and their
salary replacement ratio is 50%, their first
pension would be N$5,000. Employers
are urged to consider increasing their net
retirement savings/contribution rates.
The net retirement saving/contribution
rate is the total amount the employer and
employee contribute towards retirement
less cost. This leads us to the second
consideration when designing pension
funds – cost. 2% in costs could erode up to
40% of capital that could have been saved
at retirement after a period of 25 years.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT CONSULTANT
Perhaps we need to take a step back to
ponder a contentious topic - does your
company even need an employee benefit
consultant? The simple answer is yes.
However, it is slightly more complex than
this. Most pension fund administration
service providers have some element of
in-house employee benefit consultants.
Thus, if you approach them directly, they
have the expertise to assist in setting-up
what is referred to as direct pension funds.
However, they tend to be bias and only
suggest what their employer’s offer when
clients are weighing options irrespective
of quality of service and cost. The other
challenge with in-house employee benefit
consultants is the independence. The risk
is that as they are not truly independent
and they may overlook service and
other inadequacies of their employer.
On the other hand, independent
employee benefit consultants come
at a premium because they offer you
independence and the ability to look

The cost involved in pension funds are
usually administration fees, consulting
fees and risk benefit premiums. The
trick is to keep these as low as possible
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each of these benefits are, is dependent
on the employer. Please bear in mind that
the more comprehensive the risk benefit,
the more expensive it is and less money
goes towards retirement savings.

for the best offerings in the market at
reasonable prices. Another consideration
of an independent employment benefit
consultant is the peer-review element.
Where they monitor and ensure that the
service delivery of the current provider is
aligned to the service level agreement
and, if not, hold them accountable.
However, these come at a premium
and the employer should consider if the
matters above are important enough
to warrant an independent employee
benefit consultant. Again, every dollar
that goes towards consulting fees is a
compounded dollar that could have
potentially added towards a higher salary
replacement ratio.

Another important consideration when
setting up a pension fund is the investment
portfolios. The idea is to beat inflation
over the medium to long term. And the
only way to do that is to have exposure
to growth assets. The employees average
age is a good indication of the investment
portfolios to select based on the timeline
to retirement. For example, if the average
age is 35 then most of the employees
have about 25 years to retirement and
they should ideally be invested in high
growth portfolios, which are ideally high
risk and volatile. However, if the average
again is 55, then the employees only have
about 5 years to retirement and should
be invested in less a volatile option that
offers capital protection. The current
industry practice is to have two portfolios;
one aggressive, volatile portfolio where
the employees are invested until 5 years
before retirement and another low
risk, less volatile portfolio where
employees invested during the 5 years
towards retirement.

RISK BENEFITS PREMIUM
The extent of this cost is largely dependent
on the number of risk benefits you select
and how comprehensive they are. These
include death benefit cover (usually a
multiple of your annual salary, e.g. 3x
annual salary), disability benefits (either
a lump sum or income disability), funeral
benefit (member or family funeral cover),
Critical Illness, etc. The list is almost
endless; however, the employer also has
the option to do away with risk benefits
and merely offer a pure retirement
saving pension benefit. Here the trick is
getting the balance right between the
risk benefits and the cost. The industry
norms are a basic death benefit, disability
and funeral cover. How comprehensive

In conclusion, the employer should
consider a fair retirement contribution rate,
keep the fund structure simple and invest
in high growth assets over the long term.

READ MORE at www.oldmutual.com.na or call 061 299 8000
OldMutualNamibia
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old-mutual-namibia

@OldMutualNam
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Open a Global
Account to Save
and Transact in
$, € and £

The FNB Currency Card is linked to your Global Account, allowing
you to invest and transact in three foreign currencies.
So if you’re travelling, you don’t need to carry foreign currency. You also
don’t need to transfer foreign currency into your Debit or Credit Card.
You can simply swipe for purchases or withdraw cash at foreign ATMS.

For more information, please contact the Forex desk:
+264 61 299 8668 | forexdesk@fnbnamibia.com.na

First National Bank of Namibia Limited, Reg. No. 2002/0180.
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Michelangelo | CONSERVATION & TOURISM | TRAILS SOUTH AFRICA

Trails make
a difference
The first stretch of the planned 6 000 kilometre trail network has officially been unveiled in
the Western Cape. This project and its powerful multiplier effects is the perfect blueprint for
elsewhere in SA and beyond

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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Jan. 4, 1903: Electrocuting an Elephant - Topsy the elephant was electrocuted at Luna Park Zoo on Coney Island in 1903. Captured on film by
Thomas Edison, the event was one of a string of animal electrocutions Edison staged to discredit a new form of electricity: alternating current.

T

no employment. They saw an opportunity to begin changing that
narrative, and that’s playing out brilliantly right now.
Trails SA partnered with the Imperial Group to link thousands of
kilometres of trails in the Western Cape, provide employment and
opportunities for entrepreneurs, and benefit hundreds of businesses
on the route. This is the first in a series of trails across the country
earmarked for development, which will see various sections of the
Cape Winelands trails linked this year.
Imperial’s Group Ceo Mohammed Akoojee says, “There are many
opportunities for job creation and social upliftment created by the
linking of this trail network, including bringing much-needed adventure
tourism revenue to the Western Cape.” Imperial funded phase 1, and
are working with Trails SA on future funding to connect the whole of
South Africa eventually.
The trails network is developed and coordinated by both local and
provincial government – Trails Western Cape - along with Trails SA, in
a public/private partnership. Aside from adventure tourists, the trails
are also used by local communities on their daily commutes between
work and home. Many of these trails are on private land and controlled

rails SA’s co founder Kim Lord, describes the journey: “The
idea of a Trails South Africa started about seven years ago.
We started building trails in the Banhoek Conservancy area
for mountain bikers and trail runners, and realised there were gaps
to stretch this out. Instead of just having beautiful private trails, rather
extend it into communities via private public partnership agreements
with both local and national authorities – link routes between houses,
work places, coffee shops, accommodation and more. Trails SA cofounder Reghard Goussard, - advertising executive and founder of Hard
Adventures - took up the story: “The guys in the local communities
were struggling to get safely from one destination to another – they
don’t all have the luxury of vehicles and transport – and it saddened
us to see the children walking next to the road without safe passage
to get to school. That, coupled with seeing tourists navigate our roads
on bicycles, was the start of the idea of how we could get people off
the roads.”
Over the years, Trails South Africa had been in contact with many
of the youngsters in the local community, and Lord and Goussard
realised that so many of them have their matric qualifications, but
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There is a city called Rome on every continent.

of the trail free from litter and other obstructions, as well as offering
assistance to trail users.
The new trails are already attracting visitors and making a positive
impact in the community. Not only is much-needed economic activity
being brought to the region, but the communities feel a sense of
ownership of the trails network and will be able to play a meaningful
role in protecting a portion of South Africa’s unique natural heritage.
Lord heads up the project’s construction team: “We have based
our trails network on the EuroVelo model in Europe, which has proven
to be immensely successful, generating economic value of billions of
euros per annum. We are certain that replicating this model will prove
to be successful in South Africa, and we look forward to sharing our
journey as we expand the project throughout the country in due
course.”
For Guassard, “The ultimate goal is to have our Trails Network
officially recognized by the Department of Transport as an alternative,
safe and legitimate means of transport in South Africa, for the benefit
of all commuters.”

by various clubs, conservancies and landowners - this project aims to
link these trails over public land.
Goussard says Phase One of the Imperial sponsored Trails
SA project is almost complete, with trails having been established
linking Idas Valley to Banhoek, Stellenbosch to Idas Valley, Banhoek
to Franschhoek, and Franschhoek to Paarl: "Phase Two aims to
significantly expand this footprint, but also to provide ongoing
opportunities for Trail Rangers working on both phases. It also includes
skills training for all the Trail Rangers.
“This is the precursor for a further expansion into Phases Three
and beyond, with a view to linking communities on a national basis
- an initiative aimed at truly changing lives. Once these phases are
complete, our journey towards linking over 6 000 km of beautiful trails
in the Western Cape will be well underway.”
Not only will this project provide many residents from the
surrounding areas with much needed work through the construction
of the trails, but once they are complete, the trails will be maintained
by guides stationed along the route. These guides will be trained to
become ‘trail rangers’ who are responsible for keeping their section
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Michelangelo | WINE & SPIRITS | THE GRAPE GRINDER

The Grape
Grinder
– a love of labels
“When super presentation and genuine quality meet, the results are very satisfying
and the combination creates products with real traction and longevity in the
consumer marketplace,” says Oliver Kirsten, co-founder of The Grape Grinder,
together with Johan du Toit

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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Recycling one glass jar saves enough energy to operate a television for three hours.

B

Michelangelo chatted to Kirsten and Du Toit about labelling,
branding and awards

ased in the town of Paarl, The Grape Grinder was founded in
2010 by Johan du Toit and Oliver Kirsten: “From the outset,
our aim was to showcase to an international wine-consuming
audience the creative energy present in the modern South African wine
industry, both in terms of design style and winemaking innovation. The
result is a range of wines that is both award-winning and consumerfocused,” says Kirsten.
“The majority of our grapes are from the Paarl (Voor Paardeberg)
and adjacent Swartland areas. In a bit of a Cinderella twist, this area,
formerly somewhat of a rural backwater - more used for cattle grazing
and wheat growing - has recently been transformed into one of the
most talked about wine appellations in the Southern hemisphere.
“Eight years on, the subsidiary Cape Fynbos Wines and Spirits was
founded and we embarked on a journey into the distillation of a set of
fynbos-based gins. The accolades both for the spirits, wines and the
presentation started rolling in and Cape Fynbos Gin is now a loved
and recognised brand in South Africa, exported all over Europe and to
countries as diverse as Taiwan, Peru, the USA and Hungary.”

How important is labelling?
In the realm of super-premium wines, labels may sometimes prove
to be less important than, say, 98 Wine Spectator points. In the realm
of mid-priced wines, brand concept and presentation becomes hugely
important. Needless to say a great concept and stunning packaging
always needs to be backed up with genuine quality wine and value
for money or the product will soon fizzle out. However, when super
presentation and genuine quality meet, the results are very satisfying
and the combination creates products with real traction and longevity
in the consumer marketplace.
Who designs your labels?
We are fortunate to have at our disposal the enormous talents of
artist and designer Tertia du Toit - wife of co-founder Johan. She has
designed every label we have put out to market.
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Five of our planets can be seen without a telescope – they are Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn.

Where does your inspiration come from for say, Cape Fynbos
Gin and the 3-litre box brands?
The Cape Fynbos series was born out of a deep love for the fynbos
of the Western Cape. We could wax on at length about the wonders of
the Cape Floral Kingdom as the most diverse floral region in the world!
Our process entails that the marketing team is tasked with the
creation of new brand concepts and then need to give our brilliant
designer, Tertia du Toit, a clear and workable brief so she can work
her magic on bringing that concept to life in a way that satisfies her
aesthetic principles, is true to the brand concept, and will appeal to the
targeted wine consumer groups.

wines and gins, the original work entailed collecting a selection of
flowering plants that could be included in the product design. Tertia
then proceeded to make as many as 19 large botanical pencil sketches
which she painstakingly, digitally coloured in. These sketches were the
raw material she then used in the creation of the wine box designs
and also in the design of the ‘postage stamp’ inspired gin label design.
The Cape Fynbos label / package designs were somewhat of a
magnum opus with an enormous amount of time and effort spent
in creating the raw design material, then rendering this into the final
product design. We would venture that it was all worth it. The recent
Michelangelo WSA special award for most innovative packaging (for
the Cape Fynbos Chenin Blanc 3 litre box) and the FINAT award for the
best digitally printed label in the world (for Cape Fynbos Gin) will attest
to that. The truest proof however lies in the continuous growth of both
the wine and gin brands, locally and internationally.

Even though the actual artwork is done by one person, is the
process quite collaborative?
Yes, to some degree. It starts with a clear and communicable
concept. Tertia’s process normally entails that she will experiment with
a large range of designs, and feedback here from the marketing team
helps to keep the design aligned with the original core concept.

*The entire Cape Fynbos boxed wines series were awarded
gold medals in the Gilbert & Gaillard International Tasting for
2021 and Cape Fynbos Gin was awarded the Old Mutual Trophy
for the best distilled gin in South Africa in 2020.

Do you end up doing dozens of designs before you settle on
The One?
Yes, although a collaborative feedback process helps in reasonably
quickly focusing on one or two designs as points of departure, which
will then be further refined by Tertia. In the case of the Cape Fynbos

CONTACT
www.grapegrinder.com | www.capefynbosgin.com
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A ROMANTIC
GETAWAY
The best gift you could give, is a lifetime of adventures. Valnetine’s Day is the
ideal occasion for checking into a dreamy romantic villa for two.
Text: Marlene Orffer | Photo: Gina Jeanz | Layout: Marlene Orffer

Valentine’s Day, a day that makes the heart of the

Soak up the scenery on the terrace with a glass of

romantic beat almost out of their chest. All over the

wine or steaming cup of coffee, and stroll along the

globe, couples convey their endearment with a

wooden walkway to take a dip in the cool refreshing

variety of gifts. But, most of these end up faded,

water of your personal plunge pool.

eaten, or plain dead - be it flowers, Valentine’s cards,

This is Desert Whisper, a one-of-a-kind intimate

chocolates or even teddy bears showered in a loved

desert hideaway. And it is entirely yours for the stay.

one’s perfume.

Namushasha River Villa

No, this day is the ideal occasion for checking into a

Anchored in its very own, private channel of the

villa where love accumulates the air and simply emits

Kwando River, the Namushasha River Villa offers

an atmosphere of passion...and why not do this in

her guests the opportunity to embrace the solitude

Africa? Yes Lewis Caroll, “The best gift you could

and magnificence of the Bwabwata National Park - in

have given her was a lifetime of adventures.”

the company of Hippos and Lechwes on the
floodplains. Here, along the flow of the stream, the

And if you rather are one of those, for whom pink

soft whisper of light floats into the Villa, as the sun

gift-wrap won’t suffice and you're both looking for a

sets into the horizon.

romantic and adventurous getaway this year, it’s

You’ll have the opportunity to enjoy a private game

recommended to visit one of the properties in Gond-

drive and meal in the park, followed by an evening of

wana Collection Namibia’s Secret Collection.

luxury on the River Villa. This spectacular experience is all inclusive.

Desert Whisper
The golden expanse of the Namib extends to the

While these two exclusive and secluded bubbles in

horizon, fringed by the softness of the mountains in

Namibia are a recommended stay for your Valentine's

the distance and the infinite blue sky above. Just

Day (or any day of the year), it doesn’t matter where

imagine, the call of this scenery, whispering sweet

you’re going. But at the end of the day, who you have

nothings in your ear.

beside you. Someone who won’t let life escape you,

Inspired by the natural shapes of the Namib, your

someone spontaneous who you can get lost in the

contemporary in-the-middle-of-nowhere haven, is

world with.

one that you may never want to leave.
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From here
to there
It is the promise of your own Circle of Mirth, your Happiness and Joy, that gets you to
the other side

Words by Mari de Klerk
Illustration by Freepik.com
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ground brought some comfort as I walked the most difficult walk of my
Life. As the river shallowed again and I could catch my breath, I saw the
real river came down right before me and I knew that this obstacle also
had to be crossed. Alone. I swam, cried, cursed, prayed and screamed
until I felt solid ground once more. This time I walked out, soaking wet
and trembling with cold and fear. I was thirsty.
From nowhere a gentle hand touched mine and asked me to turn
around and look back. At first I resisted, but the gentle persistence made
me take a deep breath and turn around, facing the hardest journey of
my Life. The hand lead me softly back to the water’s edge, where I stood
looking at what I had just emerged from. As I was looking, the miracle
happened. The more I looked, the more I noticed the muddy water
become crystal clear. The water became so clear by my looking, that I
could see the micro-life living in the waters. The cool crystal water, was
living. Living water! And I could drink until my thirst was quenched.
“Oh!” said the scared friend, “Can I do it too? For I am as thirsty as
you were.”
“Of course! Remember, it is the promise of your own Circle of Mirth,
your Happiness and Joy, that gets you to the other side.”

What will it feel like?” asked the friend who was scared.
“Let me tell you my dream. Perhaps you will understand.”
I walked into an old shop looking for my wise friend. As I
waited at the counter, her young son hopped past me and whispered
to me: “It is because of your Circle of Mirth”. As I swung around to talk
to him about this strange utterance, he ran away with the lightness of a
young boy playing hide-and-seek.
Bemused at the information given to me by the young boy, I found
myself walking half-naked on a gravel road where families were merrily
cycling past me, not seeming to notice my exposed vulnerability. I saw
them stop and hesitate at something. Approaching the small crowd from
behind, I noticed that they were fearful of crossing a muddy, fast-flowing
river that appeared unexpectedly in an unlikely place. I knew that I had
to cross this river, because I had to get to the other side.
Leaving the cyclists behind, I carefully begun wading into the river
so feared. At first I was ankle-deep and quickly realized that this river
was deeper and stronger than I expected. I had to walk through: alone.
Waist-deep had me crying. Chest-deep had me cursing. Neck-deep had
me treading water and praying. I had to get to the other side.
Suddenly I felt the earth beneath my feet again. Touching solid

“Of course! Remember, it is the
promise of your own Circle of
Mirth, your Happiness and Joy,
that gets you to the other side.”

To share more of these ideas and get your
feedback, I would enjoy hearing from you:
mari@greatbrandsmedia.com
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Chicken, beef… or caviar. Lufthansa purchases more caviar than any company on earth.
Their business and first-class passengers munch through 10 tonnes of it every year.

KolleGin Story
Bring together three local Bloem mommies, and magic happens…including
walking away with a few prized 2021 Michelangelo Awards

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied

O

reality. Elizma, Elani and Annel are Kollegin, and they’ve three distinctly
different personalities…which uncovered another thought. The KolleGin
Lady – who is she really?
Whatever they do, the trilogy keep in mind the picture of whom
they’re doing it for: “A KolleGin lady is confident and hardworking. She has
a beautiful and caring soul. She knows that true beauty shines from the
inside out.”
The KolleGin founders describe their vision: “We want to make a

K. You’re going to take a personality test, so you can be matched
to your perfect gin. How cool is that? It’s a long short story,
inspired by women from all walks of life.
KolleGin began like this. Two local Bloem moms met at a Worthy
Women conference. They were so inspired by what they heard and felt,
that a little seed was planted in their hearts and minds. What about
creating a beautifully crafted gin? As they brainstormed, enter creative
Bloem mom number three, and she brought the concept of the brand into
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According to folklore a cow was the first animal in space.
It jumped over the moon, remember?

as ‘an easy drinking infusion boasting beautiful soft flavours of juniper
berries, angelica root, lemon verbena and citrus…they have four different
flavours, four personalities…and there literally is one which will press the
right buttons for you: Original, Rose Petals, Prickly Pear & Elderflower, and
Litchi & Ginger.
Their packaging and labelling is fresh, fun and tantalising. It’s
impossible to resist…
And have the KolleGin girls stopped there? Not a chance. Enter their
all–natural, organic and non GMO KolleGin Water and KolleGin Wellness…
all products designed to make women look and feel fabulous, empowered,
in control, happy with yourself, and ready to take on the world. Pretty much
like the KolleGin founders intended. As their t-shirts pronounce: they’re a
spirited trio with a strong Christian faith, and their fabulous products and
vision for them, embody who they are.

difference in the lives of women, and to emphasize living a joyful and
healthy life. Our products are inspired by women from all walks of life. We
share a passion for quality and beauty, and believe that true beauty shines
from within.”
And so the journey began.
Their handcrafted boutique gins have true personality…Are you easygoing, casual, non fussy and cool Natural Annie? Or Boho Sienna, quirky,
innovative and bold? Perhaps you’re Romantic Emily, feminine, graceful,
soft and pretty…or Classic Lizzy, effortless, chic and simple? The Classic
Lizzy is infused with litchi and ginger; the natural Annie, with smooth,
sophisticated and distinct flavours; the Boho Sienna is infused with rooibos
and honey; and The Romantic Emily, infused with rose petals.
And then their non-alcoholic range – self-control and being content
with yourself is a powerful theme of theirs: “It’s our most popular! Sugarfree and infused with bovine collagen, it’s tasty and refreshing!” Described

CONTACT:
www.kollegin.co.za
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Cutting edge
From a knife-making hobby to a professional career –
Dewald Pienaar achieved it

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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ewald Pienaar is Black Horse Knives in Mossel Bay in the
Western Cape. A full-time knife maker, he’s passionate about
what he does, but ironically, he didn’t end up there through
choice: “I was a Service Technician in the Marine Communication and
Navigation industry, and I was retrenched. I’d been making knives on a
small scale while I was working, but then, suddenly, towards the end of
2017, I had to turn my hobby into a business. I needed something to take
care of my family.” Essentially he taught himself, by watching videos and
doing loads and loads of research on knife making. In March 2018, he
signed up for a knife-making course by Anton De Beer in Mossel Bay.
Dewald began by making his own knives, and then in November
2020, he also began making knives for Groot Cecil Braailemme. Today, he
makes all his knives from scratch – the blades, handles and sheaths, as
well as his logos, which he does through acid etching. His most popular
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There is enough fuel in a full jumbo jet tank to drive an
average car four times around the world.

knives are his Serbian Cleavers, the three-piece kitchen sets, and the large
and small Hunter Knives (EDC - every day carry). He has no difficulty
describing his most difficult project: “A friend of mine is a commercial diver
and asked me to make a knife for him to use on the job. It is a diving
style knife with a serrated spine, a pry bar tip and flat and hollow ground
bevels.” He adds with a smile, “The end product is absolutely beautiful!”
Like anybody passionate about their craft, Dewald never stops
learning: “There are knife trends of course, and there’s always a
knifemaker somewhere who comes up with something different.” He
considers Piet van der Westhuizen of Handmade Knives to be his mentor,
and he ‘follows’ numerous knifemakers like Trevor Rideout, Neels van
den Berg, Black Dragon Forge, Freehill Blades, and Alex Steele.
His Black Horse Knives come out of a highly sophisticated workshop.
Dewald shrugs, “And yes, it’s very, very expensive to set up.” His name –
and his knives - are ‘sold’ largely through social media and word of mouth.
He’s very happy for visitors to visit or arrange an appointment with him
to see what he does. He’s planning to start exhibiting on the knife shows
this year.
Has knife making become more of a chore now that it’s incomeproducing: “Not at all. I still love making knives, and I’m even more
passionate about knife making than before. It’s so fulfilling, and crafting
each and every knife is a unique experience.”
CONTACT:
071 051 6489; blackhorseknives.com

A Great Escape
So much more than just another restaurant. For people
who still dream of truly great escape.
+264 61 232 457 | info@joesbeerhouse.com
| www.joesbeerhouse.com
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Wildlife
Photographer
Of The Year
The British Natural History Museum recently launched its Wildlife Photographer of the
Year’s People’s Choice Award, and the public is invited to make their selection. Which is
your favourite? Here’s a selection…

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied by Wildlife Photographer of the Year’s People’s Choice Award
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ounded in 1965 by BBC Wildlife Magazine – later joined by the Natural History Museum, who runs and
owns the competition today - the Wildlife Photographer of the Year’s People’s Choice Award is up for
grabs!
The Natural History Museum launched their People’s Choice Award, and invited fans of wildlife photography
from around the world to vote online for the winner. This year’s 25 unforgettable scenes include curious
meerkats, an elusive tapir, the rescue of an Amazon River dolphin and a kangaroo and her joey framed by a fire's
destruction. The incredible images were shortlisted by the Natural History Museum from over 50,000 image
entries from 95 countries. The 25 images are currently on display at the highly acclaimed Wildlife Photographer
of the Year exhibition at the Natural History Museum in London. The top five People’s Choice Award images will
also be displayed online, joining the winners of the 57th Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition chosen by
the esteemed panel of judges and announced earlier this year.
Associate sponsors for the Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition at the Natural History Museum,
London are renewable energy company Ørsted and non-alcoholic spirits brand Seedlip.

Monkey cuddle by Zhang Qiang, China
Zhang was visiting China’s Qinling Mountains to observe the behaviour of the Sichuan snub-nosed
monkey. The mountains' temperate forests are the endangered monkeys’ only habitat, which in itself
is under threat from forest disturbance. Zhang loves to watch the dynamics of the family group –
how close and friendly they are to each other.
41
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Building an egg case by Javier Aznar González de Rueda, Spain
While out on a night walk in the Amazon rainforest near Tena, Ecuador, Javier spotted this little
female thorned heart orb weaver spider delicately constructing her egg case. Hanging from a strong
silk thread, these female spiders spend hours encasing their eggs in a silken cocoon, which may
contain up to several hundred eggs.
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Venus is the brightest planet in our night sky. It’s also known as the
Morning Star AND the Evening Star.

The jump by Karl Samitsch, Austria
Karl was in the Cairngorms, Scotland, with a friend who took him to a forest where red squirrels were
used to being fed. They placed hazelnuts on opposite branches of two trees and Karl then positioned
his camera on a tripod between the branches facing the direction a squirrel might jump.
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What comes after a million, billion and trillion? A quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion,
septillion, octillion, nonillion, decillion and undecillion.

Barracudas by Yung Sen Wu, Taiwan
It was the schooling barracudas at Blue Corner, Palau, in the
western Paciﬁc, that grabbed Yung’s attention while diving in the
turquoise seascape. He had been swimming with them for four
days, but their formation constantly changed shape and he could
not ﬁnd the perfect angle. On the ﬁfth day his luck changed when
the ﬁsh seemed to accept him into the group.
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Dancing in the snow by Qiang Guo, China
In the Lishan Nature Reserve in Shanxi Province, China, Qiang watched as two male golden pheasants continuously swapped places
on this trunk – their movements akin to a silent dance in the snow. The birds are native to China, where they inhabit dense forests
in mountainous regions.

Hope in a burned plantation by Jo-Anne McArthur, Canada
Jo-Anne flew to Australia in early 2020 to document the stories of animals affected by the devastating bushfires that were sweeping
through the states of New South Wales and Victoria. Working exhaustively alongside Animals Australia (an animal protection
organisation) she was given access to burn sites, rescues and veterinary missions.
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Arabic numerals are not really Arabic; they were created in India.

Meercats put on a pose
by Thomas Peschak,
Germany/South Africa
This group of meerkats in
the Tswalu Kalahari Reserve
in South Africa has been
habituated to humans for
over a decade, and is very
relaxed around people.
To capture the meercats'
features, he applied
techniques used for people in
a portrait session, and used
studio lights to photograph
them.
For more information visit: www.nhm.ac.uk/wpy/peoples-choice

LET YOUR SIGHT SOAR...
... and discover the wild like never before
with Canon.

tel: +264 61 231 116
email: nitrei@iway.na
email: georg.nitrei@gmail.com
email: cameron.nitrei@gmail.com
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For more information, visit: www.nitzschereiter.com or
find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/nitzschereiter
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Kaokoland
Dreams
Just 7,5km southeast of Opuwo on the C41 in Namibia, you’ll come across Kaoko Mopane,
where great accommodation, camping, a wholesome meal and good company awaits

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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Kaoko Mopane Lodge & Campsite offers a range of accommodation,
including 9 Luxury Rooms, 5 Private Campsites & 1 Overland Campsite.
Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the lodge and surrounds, and 24-hour
security provides peace of mind. And the food….
The Luxury Rooms – two doubles, seven twins and one luxury
self-catering twin - are private with a terrace overlooking the dry river
bed. They're strung out on the edge of the river where birds congregate
throughout the day. These delightful rooms include a coffee station, fan,
bar fridge, mozzie nets, wheelchair access, solar power, water cooler and
en-suite bathrooms. There’s a swimming pool too.
The Campsite consists of 5 private, covered campsites under beautiful
Mopane trees, each with their own ablution facilities, solar lights with
charging points, hot water, and a place to braai. The Overland Campsite
has an ablution block with eight showers and three toilets, a hot/cold
water (donkey), and a braai place. There’s a lapa with a swimming pool
and bar.
Kaoko Mopane Lodge Restaurant offers wholesome Namibian
cuisine with either a BBQ or a 3-course meal, depending on the number of
guests. Meals are complemented with home-grown herbs and vegetables
and fresh home-baked bread. Alcohol is available – they claim ‘the very
best wine!” – so it’s home from home wining and dining, only better.

he Schoeman’s love this quote…and if you’re a traveller in your
heart, mind and soul, you will too: “The real voyage of discovery
consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes,”
says Marcel Proust.
The Schoemans fell in love with Mopane Camp a good 15 years
ago, and after more than a decade finally had the chance to make their
dream come true - they jumped at the opportunity. Since their very
first endeavour in Opuwo 15 years ago, they have come a long way to
establish themselves as business owners and locals in Kaokoland.
The Schoeman’s dream was and is, to turn Kaoko Mopane into a
self-sustainable establishment, growing their own fruit and veggies, with
plenty of chickens to supply their own free range eggs for breakfast. They
have a green vision: “We don’t just want to be self-sustainable because
it is cool and hip. The traditional people here in Kaokoland, the Himba,
have lived their traditional lives for decades without all the gadgets and
assistance we have today. It is to them to whom we look for inspiration
when it comes to being self-sustainable, but it is also the Himba people
we need to support. By staying at Kaoko Mopane Lodge & Campsite, you
donate a small fee - we call it Conservancy Fees – and those go a long
way to assisting the Himba in making a livelihood in today’s challenging
times.
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Most elephants weigh less than the tongue of the blue whale.
(And that of my mother- in-law – Ed.)

The Schoemans consider Kaoko Mopane their safe haven, a
serene escape, surrounded by wild grasses, mopane trees and distant
mountains. The wild assortment of bird calls and the rustle of leaves in
the wind add to the urge to indulge in the calm of nature. This is where
they recharge, fill-up and are rejuvenated.
You will be too. Whether you want to mountain bike, bird, hike or jog,
you’ll be at peace at Kaoko Mopane.

CONTACT:
+264 81 250 8225; reservations@kaoko-namibia.com
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Art by MIES
Meet wonderfully expressive SA artist Marisa de Jager – or MIES - based in Ceres
in the Western Cape, with her art now throughout the world

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs by Hartlicht Photography
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I had a suspicion I might have some art talent. I remember after we handed
in our first project in grade 10, the art teacher told the class that the rest of
them would probably be getting lower grades because he has my piece to
compare theirs to. That was also the very first painting I ever sold (to my
mom, but it still counts in my books).”
Post-school, Mies' dreams went from paediatrician to marine biologist
and everything in between: “When I went for career guidance in high
school, the professor who administered the aptitude tests shrugged and
offered my parents a refund – my future was a question mark.”
Still, she’d always had quite high expectations of herself: “I wanted
to have a career that would make an impact – one that would not only
serve me, but that could contribute positively to other people’s experience
of our world.”

arisa is known as MIES. Born in Richards Bay in KZN, she says
they moved around a great deal when she was young: “So
much so, I never really stayed long enough in a place to feel
like I have roots anywhere. We moved to the Karoo, then to George and
after that Pretoria. When I married, we moved to my husband’s hometown
in Limpopo, so I feel like South Africa as a whole was pretty much home.
Two years ago we relocated to Ceres in the Western Cape, and I’m excited
to put down roots here. We have two small kids and I struggle to imagine
a better place to grow up in.”
As a young person, Mies remembers being drawn to anything creative:
“I had arts and crafts lessons as a kid but the teacher kept fine-tuning our
work and that frustrated me - I could never show something I made to my
mom and say ‘look what I made, it’s all mine’. It was only in high school that
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in experiences and how we get to spend our lives and not our money. I
wanted a career where what I did could draw people’s attention to hope,
to a future we can create for ourselves. The arts felt like a good platform.
I gave myself a year to try and make up the salary I would have earned
as a teacher. I remember realising I would rather paint for a living (albeit
one where I eat toast for dinner) than earn more and spend my time doing
something that doesn’t excite me as much. If I couldn’t match my previous
income, I would have returned to my studies. I honestly didn’t have much
to lose, which made the decision so much easier.

She ended up studying education, but admits it didn’t quite feel
like the sweet spot she had in mind: “Then an unassuming question hit
me square in the chest, ‘why don’t you paint?’ Up until that moment (a
moment when someone had the courage to dream of a future for me that
I couldn’t dream for myself) I hadn’t even thought of it as an option. Then I
did - in 2014 I bought a canvas – I painted.”
Mies completed a BA psychology degree through UNISA in the years
after that, but really only because she thought it was interesting.
Michelangelo quizzed her about her art journey:
What do you consider your breakthrough into the art world?
Initially I approached an exclusive gallery in Pretoria to exhibit my
work. The owner was wary to agree (he had 100K Boshoffs and all sorts
of high-end names on his wall, and I was fresh out of high school). He did
however invite me to come to the gallery over a weekend and do a live
painting session. The people passing by had such wonderful reactions to
my work that he ended up asking me to leave it there so he could market
it on a permanent basis. That was a big win for me.

Your primary inspiration when painting/drawing?
In school, I felt a lot of pressure to produce art that spoke of the darker
side of life and people. I think there’s often this expectation of artists to
be odd and a little morbid in their perspectives. What I do, just painting
because I think it adds beauty to the world, is a little frowned upon. That’s
OK with me. I see what I do as a bit of rebellion against the surprisingly
rigid rules of the art world. I paint people because I think to date we are the
most beautiful creation, there’s depth and warmth, and who wouldn’t want
those things on display on the walls of their homes?

How did you make a decision about how to earn a living – the arts
are notoriously unpredictable in that regard
I’ve never been captivated by wealth. I think the greatest riches are

I have to confess I enjoy the process so much, I don’t worry too much
about the end result. The decadent thick strokes and contrasting colours
keep me inspired on their own. The final product almost feels like a bonus.
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People’s reaction to my work excites me. It inspires me to imagine that
I can create something (out of nothing) that allows me to connect with
complete strangers. It’s like painting is this whole other language I can use
to communicate with people in ways that words can’t reach.

said that directly translated apparently “MIES” means “BAD” in German,
but that I shouldn’t worry. We still giggle about that today, although at the
moment I didn’t have the clarity of mind to think it was anything other than
VERY BAD.

What media do you work in?
I have done a few oil pieces, but most of my work is acrylic on canvas.
I apply the paint with a credit card or a cement trowel. I’ve even used mops
and brooms.

What size canvases do you generally work with?
As my career progressed, my art has become larger and larger in
scale. At the moment my pieces range from about 1x1m to 3x2m. The
larger the scale, the easier it is to achieve really bold and spontaneous
effects.

Do you do whatever you like, or do people also commission you –
if yes, who, and why?
I do commissions on a regular basis. It usually is a bit of a negotiation
to find a photo to work with. The lighting and quality of the reference photo
has a big impact on the success of the final painting. The commissions are
usually of family members of clients or from interior decorators who have
a very specific idea in terms of size and colour.

Where can we find your art?
My work is exhibited in a few galleries across South Africa, and also in
the Van Gogh art gallery in Madrid or the Olle Use in Germany. All available
art is listed on my website.
I often invite clients and their friends to come and have dinner and
watch me paint – these evenings have become a highlight of each month
to me. I love having people in the studio and welcome anyone who wants
to pop in for a coffee.

Any anecdotes on your art journey?
In 2015 I was invited to do an exhibition in Germany. I read an article
that was written in German and translated to English and was super
confused. It basically read “come to the BAD exhibition”. To my shock (all
dressed up and ready for this fancy event), one of the hosts smiled and

CONTACT:
artbymies.com; info@artbymies.com; 0797757855
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What happened in
2021 at O&L Leisure
and Properties?
All the properties have exciting activities and experiences
lined up for you in the new year, 2022.
You have been a great customer and on
behalf of Leisure, we want to wish you
and your family a very happy new year.
May this New Year bring you plenty
of success and sound health. We are
looking forward to serving you with better
value-added services.

Working towards our vision on becoming
Namibia's most loved destinations, we
have realized we need to celebrate our
customers more often. In 2022 the focus
is on you. Get ready for a year filled with
exciting events, campaigns and upgrades
to some of our properties.

O&L Leisure MD message

Norbert Wurm
Managing Director

FEBRUARY 2022

We have not given up and we
continue to stay in possibility. We
as O&L Leisure are firmly focused
on our Vision 2025, a future beyond
Covid-19! The necessary and difficult
business rescue measures that had to be
implemented reminded us of how fragile
our business is. However, 2021 also
marked quite a remarkable year for us
with many exciting achievements which
we all can be extremely proud of, and I
challenge each of us to take a moment
to remind yourself of all the achievements
and successes, however big or small.
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Now, more than ever, we should place
our focus on the future. Let us start living
2025 now and continue to imagine
everything we do going forward. Let us
capitalize on every opportunity and leave
no stone unturned, where we can create
unforgettable experiences and memories
for you and allow you to support us in
our purposeful journey of becoming
Namibia’s most loved destinations.

Midgard Sharing Great Stories

Mokuti Etosha Lodge

For those of you that have not had the pleasure of visiting
this magnificent resort amongst the Otjihavera Mountains,
snug next to the beginnings of the Swakop River, a
pleasant surprise is awaiting you.

Despite a challenging 2021, Mokuti Etosha Lodge
managed to pull off one of its signature events which
is the Mokuti Sishanyama, one of its only kind in the
northern parts of the country. The event, which took
place on the 1st of May 2021, saw records numbers
of attendance of over 100 visitors from all corners of
the country mainly from Tsumeb, Grootfontein ,Otavi,
Omuthiya and Ondangwa to name but a few.

Our recently refurbished lodge now features state-of-theart conference facilities, a wedding chapel for weddings
with breathtaking views, a spa, stunning restaurant and bar.
From garden to plate. Fresh vegetables from the garden find
their way to your plate in an expression of comfort food.

Sishanyama is multicultural event that showcased the
different food cultures of Namibia, visitors were treated
with a variety of dishes raging from the traditional
‘Kapana’ to potije kos delicacies also showcasing
products from Hartlief, Pick n Pay and Namibian
Breweries.

The game farm at the lodge is nestled in a breathtaking
landscape where you can finish off your game drive with
a sundowner at the Hilltop bar, overlooking the valley
and Swakop River.

The following Month of June, Mokuti Etosha Lodge
hosted its first ever food & wine festival which attracted
wines makers from as far a South Africa, local
wineries were also present, and the festival exceeded
expectations. After the festival Mokuti Etosha lodge
renewed its Wine list with only the best selection of the
wines showcased.

Celebrate the beginning of a new day with a
champagne breakfast of Steenbokkie Hill or God’s
Window.
The Midgard stables offer country horse riding, game
viewing on horseback and kiddies pony rides.
The lodge is known for all its outdoor and family
orientated activities such as mountain biking, horse riding,
team building events, bowling, hiking, rock climbing,
game drives and many more.

2021 also saw Mokuti welcoming Victor Matfield and
Toks en Tjops which attracted a storm of rugby fans who
had an opportunity to have dinner with the rugby aces.

www.midgardcountryestate.com

www.mokutietoshalodge.com
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Chobe Water Villas

Strand Hotel Swakopmund

The magnificent Chobe Water Villas, the uber exclusive
property situated on the Chobe River is the place for you to
discover African luxury. This is what our guests had to say.

To all our valued guests,
During the past year of 2021, many challenges were
experienced as we traded. The Covid 19 Pandemic
continued to present restrictive measures to us. The month
of June and July onwards experienced domestic travel
restrictions and curfews and restrictions to restaurant
trading. Despite all these obstacles, we have remained
resilient as your hosts and our teams were innovative
in many ways. We continued to engage all our guests,
whether domestic, regional, or international, as we
remained open to doing business. Some of them have
said the following of us.

“In a special corner of the African wilderness, where two
mighty rivers meet, a wetland paradise that is a haven for
nature and wildlife. Discover the wonders of this magical
destination at Chobe Water Villas. At the very tip of
Namibia’s Zambezi Region, previously known as Caprivi
Strip, Chobe Water Villas is nestled in the beautiful lap of
nature on the bank of the Chobe River. The exclusivity and
style of this boutique hotel is unparalleled.”
Botswana is on the opposite side of the river, so you
are spoilt for choice to enjoy boat safaris on the river or
game drives on land on the Botswana side – either way
you’ll have a magical experience witnessing wildlife at
the Chobe National Park. And from your Villa you’ll see
crocs, elephants and hippos in the river and more on the
opposite (Botswana) side.

“Popular hotel, along the beach with three different
restaurants. Very amazing views too. We ate at the
Ocean Cellar restaurant, serving only sushi and other
fish dishes. It's an awesome place to unwind, with an
equally amazing view of the popular beach. It's a must
when visiting Swakopmund”
“The hotel has awesome staff, wonderful people,
exceptional food and good live music. Strand hotel is
top notch. I’m definitely coming back and bringing my
family with me the next time I come by the hotel.”

Another guest had to share their experience with us. We also
went on a day trip to the Vic falls which was oh so magical
to experience. It is only about an hour’s drive but allow
for about an hour and a half to pass through Namibian,
Botswana and Zim immigration. The flame of Africa was our
ground handler and took such good care of us.
www.chobewatervillas.com
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I spy with my Eye ...
The events that you should add to your calendar this year.
Note: dates may be subject to change.

Midgard – Wobbly
Wine Warrior Race
2 Oct 21

Strand Hotel
Swakopmund –
Strand Markets

Mokuti Etosha Lodge –
Shisa Nyama
1 May 21

Wine puns are never in pour taste,
but this time we’ve made sure to add
some exciting exercise for everyone!
What do you get when you mix
wine, exercise and good-spirited
competition? An all-reigning cocktail
called the Wobbly Wine Warrior,
that’s what! The warrior race was
a fun 5km race including 10 easy
obstacles with wine tasting points
as the reward at every obstacle.
We had teams of Ninjas, Flintstones
and 80’s stars, among many others
competing for the Wobbly Wine
trophy.

We hosted a range of markets
on the promenade including an
Independence market, Easter
market, Christmas market and many
more. Our markets are always a
highlight and filled with live music,
entertainment, delicious food and
activities for the whole family.

Our annual Shisa Nyama festivals
are back and better. The event for
your family. With kid activities and
live music while you indulge on Prime
Namibian meat. A food and drink
experience authentic to Namibia. The
Hai-//om Bushman group performed
their traditional dances and rituals. A
true Namibian experience. We are
excited to host you at Mokuti Etosha
Lodge for a meaty feast in 2022!
When you hear the word campaign, it
is time to book.

The race was followed by a market
with food stalls, wine tasting stations
and live music.

We always aim to serve lovely
drinks and dishes made by our own
chefs, and we always have a wide
variety of homemade art, crafts and
drinks. Regularly check the Strand
Hotel website, Instagram and
Facebook page for updates.

We look forward to the next
Wobbly Wine Warrior Race at
Midgard in 2022! Assemble your
warriors and mark your calendars
for the 1 October 2022.
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We should not let our guard down
and need to keep our seatbelts
firmly fastened. 2022 may similarly
present a rollercoaster of challenges
and opportunities to be unlocked
on our journey throughout the year.
Maintain a steady course on the path
to success. Remember to celebrate
the successes along the way and that
you choose O&L Leisure properties for
the place of celebration. Our teams
are waiting for your request. See you
soon.
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Namibia Heart Center
&

Roman Catholic Hospital
are pleased to announce the opening
of our

HEART ATTACK CENTER
at

ROMAN CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
A Heart attack (myocardial infarction) is caused by sudden blockage of the coronary artery by a
blood clot. If not treated immediately it can cause damage to the heart or death. 20% of patients
who develop a heart attack die before reaching the hospital. The blocked artery must be opened
as soon as possible, in order to save the heart and life of the patient!
CORONARY ARTERY
OPENED BY BALLOON
& STENT

CORONARY
ARTERY BLOCKED

WILL PROVIDE A 24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR PATIENTS WITH A SUSPECTED or CONFIRMED
HEART ATTACK.
Patients with sudden chest pains or shortness of breath should call our emergency number
at 085-911, or go directly to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.

Doctors dealing with patients with a suspected myocardial infarction should call our heart attack
coordinator at 085-911, to activate the Heart Attack Response Team. The patient should be
referred immediately to our Emergency Unit at Roman Catholic Hospital.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: STATE PATIENTS WITHOUT ANY MEDICAL AID SHOULD GO DIRECTLY TO THE
EMERGENCTY UNIT at KATUTURA STATE HOSPITAL, WHERE THEY WILL RECEIVE THE INITIAL TREATMENT.

OUR TEAM IS READY
TO SAVE YOUR HEART

DM0201800315394 DS
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 Experienced surgeon in-house = safety for our patients !!
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La Cotte Farm
In Franschhoek, you’ll find La Cotte working wine farm, where deep history underpins
contemporary styling, superlative facilities and wonderful accommodation

Edited by Anne Schauffer
Photographs supplied
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L

and beauty make a wonderful combination, and you’ll celebrate the
richness of the fabrics, the boldness of colour…and the glorious deep
veranda, site of all-day brunches with a view across the valley and
over the village.
The Malaysian influence in the murals and wallpapers hints at a
time when the Far East trade route influenced Cape Dutch cuisine.
You’ll love the continuation of that tasty story on your plate, as you
enjoy the fragrant bobotie, Cape Malay pickled fish with atchar, and
relishes redolent with spices and flavour. It’s a wonderful menu, an
experience perfect for sharing with those who matter.
La Cotte also has a wonderfully quirky sporting bar, ideal for
cosy evenings in with a fine red wine from their cellar, or a craft gin
on the veranda. La Cotte Restaurant serves up a luxurious breakfast
and lunch daily, and the Spa is…well, why not try it.

a Cotte Farm has untold claims to fame, but for guests
choosing one of their numerous different styles of
accommodation, it’s hard to beat being within walking
distance of the gorgeous little village of Franschhoek. Picturesque
gardens, sensational views, delectable cuisine…not much more to
yearn for, is there? Take a stroll there, and return for a lazy lie-in
around the pool, a sensational meal or a hedonistic spa treatment.
La Cotte Farm dates back to 1698 when the first of the eleven
Huguenot Farms was granted to the French immigrants who fled
their native country during the 17th century. The original manor
house has undergone a number of renovations over the centuries,
yet still, the distinctive remnants of Cape Dutch to Victorian to
Georgian architecture linger. It’s a truly spectacular building, with
grand, yet welcoming and comfortable interiors to match. Heritage
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Mercury is the smallest planet in our solar system.

trees and surrounded by acres of spectacular gardens. You can
choose from the elegantly proportioned guest rooms with high
ceilings, French doors and private terraces, or opt for the twobedroom Pool House with its own kitchen, living room and private
veranda. The classic bathrooms have black and white marble floors,
free-standing baths and generous walk-in showers. Please note the
no-child policy.
And then there’s the La Cotte House Private Villa, housing up
to ten guests, with 360-degree views of Franschhoek’s vineyardstudded valley and mountains. It’s not until you’re relaxing al fresco
on the terraces of either the Main House, Pool House (day-bed), or
the Lake Cottage, gazing out over your very own lakeside version
of one of Monet’s famous ‘Water Lilies’ paintings, that you’ll fully
appreciate the true magic of this unique setting.
Treat yourself to a little escape with a big impact.

Then the accommodation – where to rest your head. What
takes your fancy?
The traditional Cape Orchard Cottages, uniquely positioned,
offer complete privacy and charming interiors – they’re considered
the perfect base for exploring the Franschhoek valley. Each of
them sleeps 2 - 6 guests, and are perfectly situated on the village
outskirts, each with its own private pool and veranda looking out
over glorious gardens towards the valley views.
Or what about a traditional Forest Cottage, each of the nine
beautifully converted to sleep two to four persons? Located on
the forest edge, these lavishly simple cottages offer never-ending
views over the forest, vineyards and valleys. Booked together, they
are the ideal setting for large family gatherings and celebrations, or
individually for quiet getaways.
The Manor House is at the heart of La Cotte Farm, and is a
lovingly restored Cape Dutch homestead resting under ancient oak

CONTACT:
reception@lacottefarm.com; +27 21 207 3907
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Grande Roche Hotel
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

Nestled at the foot of the magnificent Paarl Rock is a small,
luxury hotel unlike any other. Where the atmosphere of a
bygone era brings a sense of gracious, unhurried living.

T

he Grande Roche Hotel is a celebrated
historical monument turned 5 star hotel
boasting beautiful gardens and innovative
cuisine in the Manor House of the Grande Roche
Estate.

Available Activities:

Email:
info@granderoche.co.za

Overlooking vineyards and mountains, the
Grande Roche Hotel is the ideal base from
which to explore the Cape, relax at the pools,
take in the glory of the Cape winelands and,
amongst others, enjoy a game of golf on nearby,
internationally acclaimed courses.

Website:
www.granderoche.com
Physical Address:
1 Plantasie St,
Paarl, 7646,
South Africa

The essence of the Grande Roche Hotel
experience lies in the unique, individually named
suites spread over landscaped gardens in the
midst of a working wine farm with its inimitable
style and unsurpassed excellence in service.

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

From the moment you arrive, you are warmly
greeted by our Guest Service team, offered
a welcome drink and escorted to your suite
through the beautiful gardens.
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Contact Number:
+27 (0)21 863 5100
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De Zalze Lodge
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

De Zalze Lodge is the farm’s very own Cape Dutch vernacular
style guest lodge overlooking the lush vineyards and breathtaking
Stellenbosch mountains.

N

estled against the first fairway of the De
Zalze Golf Course, this luxurious four-star
establishment provides relaxed yet pristine
accommodation with an array of leisurely pastimes
guaranteed to unwind the stresses of modern day
living.

Available Activities:

Contact Number:
+27 (21) 880 0740
Email:
reservations@dezalzelodge.
co.za

Guests are invited to enjoy wine tastings, cycling
trails through the rolling vineyards, or simply
to relax by the pool. All in all, our selection of
offerings – coupled with the exquisite location
and impeccable service – make for a pleasurable,
revitalising and unforgettable stay.

Website:
www.dezalzelodge.co.za
Physical Address:
Kleine Zalze Estate, R44
(Strand Road), Techno Park
Turn-off, Stellenbosch, 7600

There’s a rim-flow swimming pool, a range of
vineyard trails for hiking or running, mountain bike
trails, as well as wine tastings.

Credit cards:
Master Card; Visa;

In addition to 24-hour security, all accommodation
are air-conditioned, satellite television, internet
access and room safes.
As the Lodge is just 3 km from the beautifully
preserved, historic university town of
Stellenbosch, it is ideally located for exploring
what is one of South Africa’s oldest communities.
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Erinvale Estate

Erinvale Estate Hotel & Spa invites you to reset all your senses, as you
relax and unwind in the picturesque Heart of the Helderberg.
SCAN TO
BOOK NOW

S

urrounded by the Hottentots Holland
Mountains, neighbouring the magnificent
Gary Player designed Erinvale Golf Course,
and award-winning wine estates Vergelegen,
Lourensford and Morgenster, a tranquil sanctuary
from which to embrace nature at its finest. Guests
can enjoy plenty on offer from exhilarating hikes
in the Helderberg nature reserve, to a myriad of
tasting experiences - from award winning wines to
olive oils, olives, coffee, craft beer, artisan gins and
fine food.

Available Activities:

Email:
hotel@erinvale.co.za
Website:
www.erinvale.co.za
Physical Address:
1 Erinvale Avenue, Somerset
West, 7130, Western Cape
South Africa

The property boasts 56 tastefully decorated ensuite bedrooms, set amidst beautifully landscaped
gardens. The grand old oak trees tower above the
original homestead, offering refreshing shade
on the patio on warm summer days. The hotel’s
elegant Stefan’s restaurant as well as the Magnolia
Social Dining Lounge and the Oak Terrace & Bistro,
are firm favourites when considering restaurants
in Somerset West. Lurra Spa offers the latest
comprehensive health and beauty treatments,
designed to rejuvenate weary bodies and minds,
ideal for the traveller in need of relaxation.
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Contact Number:
+27 21 847 1160

Credit cards:
Master, Visa, AMEX
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Relax | Refresh | Refuel

SCAN & SAVE UP
TO 15% ONLINE

Whatever airline you fly and whatever class of ticket you hold,
our Bidvest Lounges are the oasis of comfort, relaxation and
pleasure for you at the airport.

bidvestlounge@bidair.co.za | www.bidvestlounge.co.za
@BidvestLounge

#BidvestLounge
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#BidvestPremierLounge
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Magnificent Venues within a "Garden of Eden"
Droombos is an “out-there” experience situated less than 5 minutes drive from
Windhoek, the Capital of Namibia. Nestled amongst five-hundred-year-old Camel Thorn
trees you will find breathtaking examples of rammed earth structures that house not only
luxurious accommodation but also an intimate lounge, library and conference venue.
Our venues are ideal for groups ranging in size from 6 to 400 delegates or guests in
bespoke settings to suit individual requirements or tastes.
Droombos Estate is unique in that it not only provides accommodation and venues but
also offers a host of activities that are tailored to any group’s specific requirements. These
include professionally hosted team-building exercises, e-mountain biking, game drives,
abseiling and nature hikes.
Our friendly staff will take care of all your arrangements, including travel, accommodation,
décor, catering and even Covid testing to ensure a pleasant one-stop experience.
Droombos Estate is situated 30 km from Hosea Kutako International Airport.
Call us for a unique Namibian out-there Experience.

Droombos.com.na, Vineyard.com.na | +264 83 288 8352 | info@droombos.com.na |
22°35’22”S 17°08’29”E Windhoek, Namibia
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Sudoku
EASY

source: www.sudokuoftheday.com

MEDIUM

ACROSS

DOWN

Across
5. & 28 across Unbeatable hand (5)
6. shrewd; subtle; crafty (6)
7. Bar equipment for measuring spirits (6)
9. Chip deduction for this player (9)
11. & 22 Down 4. 7 Hendon Mob Poker Pro (4)
12. See 4 down (5)
14. Car Part (4)
15. Mr Elezra Poker Player (3)
16. Laughs Out Loud (3)
17. See 9 down (4)
19. Home of the Nomadic Buﬀalo Hunters (5)
21. 1.1.1.1 International Standard Book Number The
answer really is in the clue! (4)
23. Not much of this on a 10 seat table (9)
26. The 'B' in FBI (6)
27. Follows Summer (6)
28. See 5 across (5)

1. 'The way of the warrior' (7)
2. Neal 'I used to be in the Navy you know' (5)
3. Tony 2nd in 2009 Crown Aussie Millions
Championship Event #8 - No Limit Hold'em (5)
4. & 12 across Michael, British actor turned poker
player (7)
8. Spots! (4)
9. & 17 across 4.3.4 Get really angry when your Aces
get busted by 7-2 (7)
10. PKR are striving for this with their animated
players (7)
12. Rick LPPL poker Star ! (3)
13. Matadors Cry (3)
18. 20,000 of these below the sea, according to
Jules Verne (7)
20. Minor Chess Piece (4)
22. See 11 across (7)
24. Win without having the best hand (5)
25. 4 Hole Cards, what a nightmare. (5)

© dowedo.net/Compiled by navyclues
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HARD
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Life is unpredictable but
certain precautions will
always keep us safe

WASH YOUR HANDS

WEAR A MASK

COVER
YOURLIFE
SMS “MY LIFE” to

52437

and get life cover
from the comfort
of your home
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*Year-End Functions *Client/Employee Incentives *Valentines *Group or Private bookings

STRAND HOTEL

NEST HOTEL

MIDGARD

N$5,140

N$4,680

TRIP TRAVEL

N$4,790

   
     

MOKUTI LODGE

PLACEHOLDER

N$4,500

DROOMBOS

N$4,890

OFFER VALID TILL 31 DECEMBER 2022 | subject to availability
isolde@trip.com.na

+264 61 285 5700

/TripTravelNamibia www.trip.com.na
FEBRUARY 2022
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OLD MUTUAL
BANK WINDHOEK

Introducing the Selekt Platinum
Data Package
Selekt Platinum is a premium bank offering designed to help legends thrive. As an
account holder, you will have the exclusive opportunity to sign up for the Elite Fiber,
Elite LTE and Premium LTE data packages from Paratus*.
*These deals are subject to Paratus’ network coverage.
To find out how to become a Selekt Platinum Legend, visit www.bankwindhoek.com.na
Ts & Cs apply
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